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Abstract 
Venture Capitals (VCs) are important providers of funds and competence to new technology-
based firms (NTBFs) and VC-backed NTBFs are more likely to succeed than those that are not. 
Past researches into VC selection criteria suggested people-related criteria as being the most 
important out of all the criteria. However, as they were focused on ranking certain criteria 
against each other, they did not describe what the criteria mean, how they are used and could 
have overlooked other criteria used that were not ranked. This research is addressing such gap by 
exploring people-related criteria used by VCs through collecting qualitative data from semi-
structured interviews with Swedish VC investment managers. The results present 25 people-
related criteria; what they mean, when they are used, and how they are assessed. Twelve of these 
criteria are new and have not been featured in past studies. In the screening stage, only a few 
people-related criteria are used while all but one people-related criteria identified are used in the 
assessment stage. The criteria most commonly used in the evaluation stage are new to this study. 
Themes arising from results are also discussed, such as coachable entrepreneurs as positive 
criterion and technical-driven NTBF teams as negative criterion. This research extends the 
knowledge in the area of entrepreneurship studies and provides practical implications for NTBFs 
seeking to raise funds. 
 
 
Keywords: Sweden, investment selection, investment criteria, technology investment, selection 

behaviour 
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Terms and abbreviations 
Angel Investors – individual investors who provides capital for new ventures in exchange for 
convertible debt or ownership equity. Angel investors may be experience entrepreneurs or 
affluent individuals.  
 
Customer development – testing the founders hypothesis about the cutomer problem, testing if 
the product concept and minimum features set solve that problem (Steve Blank) 
 
EMEA – Europe, Middle East and Africa 
 
Exit - is when a VC firm “cash out” an investment, e.g. by selling their shareholdings to another 
entity or listing the shares on stock market  
 
NTBF – New technology based firms – new firms of less than 10 years old that are based on 
exploitation of an invention or technological innovation 
 
Product/market fit – being in good market with a product that can satisfy that market (Marc 
Andressen) 
 
VC – Venture Capital – a type of private equity who specialize in funding and building young 
innovative and fast growing companies. Most venture capital firms raise their funds from 
instutional investors such as pension funds, insurance companies, endownments, foundations, 
family offices and high net worth individuals. The investors in venture capital funds are referred 
to as “limited partners”. (National Venture Capital Association). 
 
VC Investment Managers – Employees of the venture capital firms responsible for selecting 
and managing investments. Some may be partners in the VC firms which means they also have 
equity in VC firms.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

New technology-based firms (NTBFs) have important roles in driving industrial innovation and 
economic. However, NTBFs face more difficulties accessing financing than firms of lesser 
technological sophistication (Lindholm Dahlstrand and Centindamar, 2000; Lindström and 
Olofsson, 2001; Ramussen and Sørheim, 2012). Furthermore, successful commercialisation of an 
innovation requires not only financial capital but also competence in strategic management and 
networking.  
 
Apart from public bodies and programmes, Venture Capital (VC) firms are considered by 
academics and practitioners as important partners to NTBFs as provider of funds, and other 
value-added benefits – e.g. business competence and network (Croce, Marti and Murtinu, 2012; 
Lindström and Olofsson, 2001). The VC value-added effect can be “imprinted” on investee firms 
and persists over time even after VCs have exited the investments (Croce, Marti and Murtinu, 
2012). Studies have indicated that NTBFs that succeed in attracting VC tend to outperform those 
that do not as VCs can help bridge the liability of newness and smallness (Knockaert, Clarysse 
and Wright, 2010; Storey and Tehter, 1998). At a country level, VC involvement promotes 
innovation by helping the commercialisation of innovation and bringing new ideas to the 
marketplace (Faria and Barbossa, 2012; Popov and Roosenboom, 2013).  
 
Much of the research conducted on the investment assessment criteria used by VC firms mainly 
focused on VC industry as whole, which may not be appropriate for understanding how VCs 
assess NTBFs. Past studies on VC selection criteria have highlighted people-related criteria as 
being the most important out of all the criteria to VCs and the VCs themselves are often quoted 
saying that they “invest in people” and “look for great team”. However, without the deeper 
understanding of what are the specific qualities that VC look for and how they assess such 
qualities (and among individuals versus team), the people-related criteria can remain nebulous or 
platitudinous.  

1.2 Research Question and research aim 

Unlike the criteria on financial return, size of investment or target industries, people-related 
criteria are often intangible and hard to quantify. While the semi-quantitative approaches of 
previous studies in which VCs ranked different criteria numerically or against each other have 
suggested the importance place on people-related criteria, the studies have not been able to 
explain what do the criteria actually mean and how they are assessed. Many also concentrated on 
the criteria observable on paper such as experience and education. This research seeks to 
complement to previous studies by investigating the following research questions: 

(1) What specific people-related criteria do VC investors use when considering investment in 
NTBFs? 

(2) In what stage(s) of the VC firms’ investment decision process are different people-related 
criteria used? 

(3) How do VC investors assess the people-related criteria they use? 
The aim of this research is to extend our knowledge by providing a deeper insight into the 
people-related criteria. This study, using Stockholm-based VC investors as a basis for analysis 
adds to the entrepreneurial finance literature in several aspects. First, it contributes to fill the 
gaps in the specific people qualities that VC investors look for when assessing NTBFs. 
Secondly, given the geographical focus, it contributes to the limited research into Swedish VCs 
selection behaviour. This study has practical implication for both Sweden-based entrepreneurs 
seeking financing as well as academic implication for researchers in area of entrepreneurship to 
conduct further studies.  
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2. Literature review 

2.1 VC investment assessment criteria and the importance of people-related criteria 

 
Table 1. Summary of literatures on VC investment assessment criteria. 
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Past literature on VC investment assessment criteria have identified a number of important 
criteria which the VC investors based their investment decisions. The criteria can largely be 
categorised into four groups: 
a) people – including personality, ability and experience of individual entrepreneur and the 
balance within the team (MacMillan, Siegal and Narasimha, 1985; Hisrich and Jankowicz, 1990; 
Muzyka, Birley and Leleux, 1996; Kakati, 2002; Franke, Gruber, Harhoff and Henkel, 2008). 
b) product/service – including ability to sustain a competitive market position, protection/barrier, 
uniqueness of product (Muzyka et al. 1996; Knockaert, Clarysse and Wright, 2010) 
c) market – including view on market growth and profitability (Hall and Hofer, 1993; Muzyka, et 
al., 1996), market readiness for product and competitive threats (MacMillan, Zemann and 
Narasimha, 1987) 
d) financial factors – including rate of return and exit opportunities (Muzyka, et al., 1996; 
Berglund, 2011) 
 
Findings from the studies summarised in Table 1 suggest high importance place on the people-
related criteria, which VCs seem to consistently rank above other criteria (MacMillan et al., 
1985; Hisrich and Jankowicz, 1990; Muzyka et al., 1996; Kakati, 2002; Franke et al., 2008). 
Muzyka et al. (1996) offered that ‘without the correct management team and a reasonable idea, 
good financials are generally meaningless because they will never be achieved’.  
 
Many of the later studies were modelled on the research of MacMillan et al. (1985), which  
through interviews with 14 VCs, identified 13 people-related criteria. They can be grouped into: 
the entrepreneur’s personality, the entrepreneur’s experience and the venture team composition. 
Other 14 non-people-related criteria related to product, market and financial considerations were 
also identified. Questionnaires were produced and sent to VCs to rank criteria in order of 
importance and choose a team composition that they believe were essential. It was found that 5 
out of top 10 most important criteria were people-related and 42% of VC surveyed viewed team 
with balance composition as essential. The people-related criteria identified and tested by 
MacMillan et al. (1985) are listed in table 2.   
 
Muzyka et al. (1996) conducted trade-off analysis of the most important criteria for European 
VCs. However, their people-related criteria only included entrepreneur’s leadership potential, 
track record and the team’s specific experience in marketing/sales, production, organisation and 
finance.  
 
Franke et al. (2008) focused their study on the VCs evaluation of start-up team. They 
interviewed 7 VCs and identified additional team criteria to conduct trade-off analysis. This 
study added to the list of Muzyka et al. (1996) with engineering/technological skills, level of 
education, team member’s age, experience in large or start-up firms and length of acquaintance 
among team members. However, their study focused on the evaluation of the team in the early 
stage of the process based on descriptions from the business plan only. 
 
Although these two studies have added to the earlier work of MacMillan et al. (1985), they have 
concentrated on identifying criteria that are most important to VCs, primarily in the early stage 
of the decision process. This meant they are focused on criteria that can be observed from paper 
which were more suited for conjoint analysis technique used by these researchers. There is a 
research gap in the other people-related criteria which could not be easily observed in the 
business plan such as those grouped under entrepreneur’s personality and less is known about 
how these are assessed by the VCs. The nature of the questionnaire-based research has also 
restricted researchers to seek the explanation of why the criteria were important for the VCs. 
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Entrepreneur’s personality Entrepreneur’s experience Venture team composition 

Capable of sustained intense 
effort 

Thoroughly familiar with the 
market targeted by venture 

The venture is initiated by one 
person with relevant 
experience to his idea 

Able to evaluate and react to 
risk well 

Demonstrated leadership 
ability in past 

The venture is initiated by 
more than one person, each 
having similar relevant 
experience 

Articulate in discussing 
venture 

Had track record / industry 
experience  relevant to venture 

The venture is initiated by 
more than one person, 
constituting a functionally 
balanced management team 

Attends to detail The entrepreneur was referred 
by a trustworthy source 

Long professional 
acquaintance among team 
members 

Had a personality compatible 
with mine 

Already familiar with the 
entrepreneur’s reputation 

Engineering education within 
the team 

 At least university level of 
education 

 

 Age  
 Experience from large firms  
 Experience from start up firms  
Table 2. People assessment criteria identified and tested by MacMillan et al. (1985), Muzyka et 

al. (1996) and Franke et al. (2008)  

 
In the next sections, I will explain issues unique to NTBFs investment and establish why people-
related criteria should remain relevant when considering investment in NTBFs.  

2.2 NTBFs 

First, the term ‘new technology-based firm’ or NTBF should be explained. NTBF seems to have 
been coined by the Arthur D. Little Group in 1977, defining it as an independently owned 
business of less than 25 years old and based on the exploitation of an invention or technological 
innovation which implies substantial technological risks (Storey and Tether, 1998; Grilli and 
Murtinu, 2013). However, authors have used the terms NTBF in broader sense and in some 
instances it is unclear whether the world “new” apply to the technology or the firms or both 
(Storey and Tether, 1998).  
 
In a research for European Commission on NTBFs in Europe presented at European Conference 
on Corporate R&D and Innovation in Sep 2013, Grilli and Murtinu adhered to the gold standard 
definition by Arthur D. Little. For the purpose of this study, I define NTBFs as being new in both 
firms and technology and refer to new firms of less than 10 years old that are based on 
exploitation of an invention or technological innovation.  
 
Past studies on NTBFs have found that they experience significantly greater problem in early 
stage financing than other firms (Lindholm Dahlstrand and Centindamar, 2000; Lindström and 
Olofsson, 2001; Knockaert, Wright, Clarysse and Lockett, 2009). Complexity of their products 
and specialised knowledge involved in NTBF can present substantial information asymmetries 
(Ramussen and Sørheim, 2012) making it difficult for outsiders i.e. the investors to evaluate the 
prospect of the investment. The uncertain nature of R&D investments and the perceived absence 
of marketing and entrepreneurial skills make it more difficult for NTBFs to obtain finance to 
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grow (Lindström and Olofsson, 2001). Their assets which are often intangible asset based on 
human capital also present limited collateral value for lending-based financing. 
 
VCs in Europe provide much less early-stage financing than their US counter-parts. In KPMG 
Technology innovation survey 2012, funding and access to capital was named as the top barrier 
to commercialise disruptive technology innovation by EMEA respondents, while the US 
respondents, ranked customers adoption and privacy issue as their top barriers. Studies from the 
UK (Murray and Lott 1995; Lockett, Murray, and Wright 2002) also showed that VC investors 
may be reluctant to invest in NTBF proposals. 

2.3 Agency Theory 

VCs’ reluctant to invest in NTBFs can be explained from agency theory perspective (Knockeart, 
Clarysse and Lockett, 2010). Agency theory concerns with the problem that arise when the 
desires or goals of the principal and agent are in conflict and the principal is unable to verify 
what the agent is actually doing (Eisenhardt, 1989). “Hidden information’’ occurs when one 
party to a transaction is aware of relevant information that is not known to the other party. As 
mentioned earlier, complexity in technology in NTBFs meant information asymmetries exist in 
between VCs and entrepreneurs, as entrepreneurs possess greater level of information than the 
VCs by the virtue of being intimately involved in their venture. Meanwhile, VCs may find it 
difficult to verify potential misrepresentation by the agent (entrepreneurs) even with extensive 
due diligence. This means that the market can subsequently become crowded with low quality 
deals because investors find it hard to differentiate between them.  This phenomenon is called 
“adverse selection” (Knockaert et al, 2010).  
 
Another type of information asymmetries is due to “hidden actions” which may occur when one 
party to the transaction cannot observe relevant action taken by the other party. Entrepreneurs 
can be said to provide efforts crucial to success of NTBFs and reducing such effort can reduce 
possibility of success. Entrepreneurs can alternatively decide to partially withhold the investment 
and divert the capital to his or her private ends and part of the cost of such decision would be 
borne by the VCs. (Knockaert et al., 2009). However, given the high complexity involved in the 
activities of NTBFs, VCs cannot detect whether entrepreneurs are optimising their effort. This 
type of agency problem where the informed party has an incentive to act out of self-interest is 
called “moral hazard”.  
 
To reduce the chance of encountering moral hazard and adverse selection problems, VCs have to 
scrutinize the agents i.e. the entrepreneurial team, before making investments. As the principal 
look for agents that can be trusted, the scrutiny should go beyond those qualities that can be 
observed on paper.  

2.4 Use of intuition in VCs investment decision making 

Perhaps the lack of literature on the people-related criteria not captured in the business plan can 
be traced to the nature and extent of intuition or “gut feel” involved in these assessment. The 
research of Hisrich and Jankowicz (1990) focused on the intuition used in VC’s thought 
construct when considering investment proposals. They defined intuition as a “felt awareness for 
a situation as a whole, involving an integration of disparate information, some of which is not 
necessarily related to the issue at hand (i.e. whether to invest in a particular proposal)”. Once 
formed, the intuition can lead to generalisations and conclusions about the overall proposal, 
which probably would not have occurred from the separate consideration of each item of 
information involved.  
Through in-depth interviews with 5 VCs on the recent proposals that were “big hits”, average 
and rejected, the study found that thoughts constructs can be grouped into management, unique 
opportunity and appropriate returns but most of the thought constructs relate to the management 
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and in particular, the general traits, the experience, the characteristics of the team. However, the 
dominating theme involved in the thinking of all 5 interviews relate to the adequacy of 
management and almost all the remaining thought constructs serve to amplify and qualify this 
predominant concern. This research suggests people-related criteria could be an underpinning 
theme in assessing investment proposals, yet the nature of intuition involved makes this a harder 
subject of research.  

2.5 VC selection behaviour when considering NTBFs. 

Using conjoint analysis on fictitious business proposal Knockaert et al. (2010) identified 3 
clusters of relatively similar size among the sample of 68 European VCs investing in NTBFs: 

1) “People investors” displayed selection behaviour that comes close to the findings of 
MacMillan et al. (1985), which show that the quality of the entrepreneur is the most 
important selection criterion. Despite the name, this cluster has more years of financial 
experience than the other two clusters.  

2) “Financial investors” focused on the potential return set out in the business plan 
3) “Technology investors” focused on the protection of the uniqueness of the product. This 

cluster has more technical background (Phd and academic experience) than the other two 
clusters 

The findings of this study suggest that investment managers who have worked in financial 
environments tend to find people characteristics to be most important. The financial investors lie 
somewhere in between, while technology investors excessively recruit academics. More detailed 
summary of the Knockaert el al. (2010) findings can be found in the appendix C.  
 
Despite differing behaviour shown, Knockaert et al. (2010)’s result show that certain people-
related criteria rank within top two most important criteria in all clusters. People investors rank 
the entrepreneur’s individual characteristic (defined as being a leader and having perseverance in 
this particular study) as their most important criteria follow by team complementary (defined as 
having both technical and commercial competencies and business experience) as their second 
highest. Financial investors rank team complementary as their second most important criteria. 
Technology investors rank good contact with the entrepreneur (defined as getting along and on 
the same wavelength) as their second most important criteria. This study therefore suggests that 
people-related criteria remain important criteria for VCs when considering investment in NTBFs 
and supports the relevance of this explorative research into people-related criteria. 
 
Furthermore, Kakati (2002) indicated in his research that people-related factors such as ability to 
evaluate and react to risk, creativity, leadership quality and ability to create a balance team also 
rank very highly in the success of the NTBFs. These people-related factors should therefore form 
part of the investment assessment criteria given that the criteria are used by VCs essentially to 
predict success of the potential investment. 

2.6 Swedish VCs selection behaviour when considering NTBFs  

Except for some comparison studies between US and Sweden (Berglund, 2011, Sjögren and 
Zackrisson, 2005), little has been done to research into criteria used in evaluating NTBFs by the 
Swedish VCs. 6.5% of the world’s billion dollar [tech] exits between 2005-2012 come from 
Swedish companies (Techcitynews) which is disproportionate to the 0.14% of world population 
that Sweden represents in 2010  (United Nations).  
 
Berglund (2011) found that Scandinavian VCs emphasized on trust and the importance of good 
chemistry between entrepreneurs and VCs in the context of being able to exert influence on the 
entrepreneurs. This could be explained by their post-investment behaviours as Scandinavian VCs 
see their role as active investors to be; team complementing, CEO replacements, monitoring the 
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development of the venture from their board positions. The Californian VCs were found to be 
more active in the day-to-day operation than the Scandinavian VCs.  

2.7 VC investment process  

Studies found that for proposals to be considered at all by a VC, it must meet the investment 
guideline of that particular VC (Hall and Hofers, 1993, Petty and Gruber, 2009). This suggests 
the relevance of timing in which the criteria are assessed, as NTBFs would need to pass through 
the criteria used at first gate before being assessed against criteria used in the later stages.  
A number of early empirical studies described VC investment process in terms of distinct stage. 
Hall and Hofer (1993) reviewed these studies and summarised them in a table which is replicated 
below.  
 
 Wells (1974) Tyebjee & Bruno 

(1984) 

Silver (1985) Hall (1989) 

1 Search Deal origination Search Generating a deal 
flow 

2 Screening Screening Initial Screen Proposal screening 
3 X X X Proposal assessment 
4 Evaluation Evaluation X Project evaluation 
5 X X Due diligence Due diligence 
6 X Deal structuring Deal structuring Deal structuring 
7 a) Venture board 

meetings  
b) Venture 
operations 

Post investment 
activities 
X 

Monitor progress 
 
X 

Venture operations 
 
X 

8 Cashing out X Cashing out Cashing out 
Table 3: Stages of Venture Capital Management Process 

 
Hall and Hofer (1993) noted that Wells (1974) found that different criteria were applied at the 
screening and evaluation phases moving from broad questions at the screening stage to specific 
ones during evaluation and Silver (1985) found that the best deals come from previously backed 
entrepreneurs and other venture capitalists. Hall (1989) findings updated previous work and 
described the investment process as an 8 stage model: 

1) Deal origination – the search for prospective investments and work done to generate deal 
flows 

2) Screening – where most proposals were rejected based on the VC firms’ investment 
criteria 

3) Assessment – deal that passed through brief screening go through assessment in more 
detail.  

4) Evaluation – VCs toured the business and/or met with the entrepreneurs 
5) Due Diligence – deals that are still interesting to VC will be subjected through sets of 

audit: financial, legal, entrepreneurial team and commercial (i.e. the problem the ventures 
are attempting to solve and the solution) 

6) Deal structuring – during which the venture capitalist and the entrepreneur agree to 
specific financial arrangement  

7) Post investment activities – involvement in the management of new venture through 
providing advices and board seats  

8) Cashing out – exit e.g. via the sale of the company to another entity or initial public 
offering on the stock exchanges 
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Hall and Hofer (1993) research focused on the screening and assessment stage which was 
defined as prior to touring the business and/or meet with the entrepreneurial team. The findings 
added to the above model that VC investors screen and assess business plans very rapidly, on 
average less than 6 minutes on the initial screening stage and less than 21 minutes on assessment 
stage. The key criteria identified during the proposal screening include fit the VC firms’s lending 
guidelines and long term growth and profitability of the industry. The study noted that the 
management team and entrepreneur’s characteristics did not play an important role in the 
screening and assessment stage. While observation on the entrepreneur such as age and 
experience, were made in most of the proposals, they did not usually play a major role in the 
decision to reject or accept the proposal studied except for when they appear very competent 
(had previously found a successful business in the same industry) or very incompetent (packaged 
the proposal poorly). Hall and Hofer (1993) research suggested that although people-related 
criteria are important, they are not heavily assessed before meeting the entrepreneurial teams.  
 
My research focuses on the pre-investment stages of deal origination, screening, assessment, 
evaluation, and deal structuring which I will call the “investment decision process”. For this, I 
propose to extend on the existing theoretical framework that VC investment decision process can 
be thought of as a funnel similar to the Innovation Funnel model studied by those within area of 
Innovation Management. The Innovation Funnel is a model to think of innovation as a process 
where by uncertainty is reduced with increasing resources committed. Series of step-wised 
decisions are made and with each step, more resources are committed and therefore only if the 
project passes the defined and accepted criteria will the gate open – otherwise the project is 
killed off or returned further development. This staged gate decision process is mainly associated 
with the work of Robert Cooper who studied thousands of new product development projects 
(Tid and Bessant, 2013, p.332). I illustrated the funnel of VC investment decision process in 
Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Investment Decision Funnel 

 

The VCs will commit more resources with each stage in their investment process, in terms of the 
time of their personnel and external due diligence cost. Therefore, understanding the where the 
people-related criteria are assessed in their investment process increases chances of obtaining 
funding from VCs.  
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Research approach 

This research followed the qualitative approach, which implies designing a study that involves 
collecting qualitative data and analysing them using interpretative methods (Collis and Hussey, 
2009, pp.7). Due to the time available to collect data and the aim to increase understanding of a 
complex process, qualitative approach was selected as more appropriate than a quantitative 
approach. 

3.2 Research paradigm 

This research used interpretivist paradigm, which is underpinned by the belief that social reality 
is highly subjective and shaped by our perceptions. The researcher interacts with the social world 
being investigated and therefore what is in the researcher’s mind will give an effect on the 
research subject. Decision making process is a complex phenomenon with subjective outcome. 
As interpretivism focuses on exploring the complexity with a view to describe rather than 
measure it and the purpose for this research is to extend on existing literature by exploring rather 
than to validate, I view interpretive paradigm as appropriate for this research.   

3.3 Data collection and analysis method 

The qualitative data was collected through semi-structured interviews and the unit of analysis 
were Stockholm-based investment managers of VC firms who invest in NTBFs. Semi-structured 
interviews allow complex questions and issues to be discussed and clarified. The method is also 
a simple and efficient way of getting data about things that cannot be easily observed such as 
feeling and emotions. As previously mentioned, decision-making is a complex process and is 
influenced by intuitions, this method is the suitable for this research. With few pre-set questions, 
there is less pre-judgement of what is and is not important information which allows for richness 
of data. This allows the interviewer to follow the interviewees’ lead into novel and unexpected 
areas. 
 
The analysis started at the time of the interviews and I, as the interviewer were able to probe into 
areas relevant to the research questions arising from the interviewees’ answers.  As the 
interviewees were reporting the criteria post-event, the method used in this research is post-hoc 
semi-structured interviews and the limitations and delimitations of the method are discussed in 
4.5 and 4.6. The post-hoc semi-structured interviews are considered suitable and Berglund 
(2011) used a similar technique for his study. 
 
Pre-interviews were conducted with 2 former private equity investment managers to check 
interview length, clarity of questions and responses and validate the relevance of people-related 
criteria. These pre-interviews assisted in the design of an interview guide for data collection.  
 
Nine interviewees were selected from convenience sample mostly from introductions from 
within my network. I did not know the interviewees prior to the interviews. To avoid biasing the 
interviewees, they were not told in advance that people-related criteria were the topic of 
research. The interviewees were interviewed for 40-60mins and were asked open-ended 
questions about their investment decision process, the criteria they use in different stages that 
influenced their decision to continue the proposals into the next stage. The interview guide as 
shown in appendix B was used but the interviewees were allowed to speak freely and were 
probed for more details when people-related criteria were brought up. The interviewees were 
asked further clarifying questions on what the criteria mean to them and what they usually do to 
assess these criteria.  
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The interviews were recorded (with the interviewees’ permissions), transcribed and analysed by 
content and context so that data could be grouped. This meant that although interviews did not 
use exactly the same words to describe the criteria, I used my interpretation to group and analyse 
the data. 
 
Another actor in the VC investment decision process are the entrepreneurs. To give an indication 
of any potential gaps in understanding between these actors for future research, I also 
interviewed entrepreneurs who have come across Swedish VCs in their fundraising activities. 
They were from 6 different NTBFs in different industries including cleantech, industrial 
material, and IT and with experiences from various stages of fund raising from early discussions 
with VCs to having secured VC investments more than once. In order to allow them to speak 
freely about their experiences, these interviews were not recorded and their identities are kept 
anonymous. The entrepreneurs interviews are not included in the results but are used to 
complement the conclusion from the VC interviews in the discussion section. 

3.4 Sampling 

Convenience sampling was used and the sample of 9 Stockholm-based investment managers 
consists of:  

- 4 investment managers with up to 5 years experience as VC investment managers (but 
more than 5 year experience from elsewhere) and 3 investment managers with over 10 
year experience as VC investment managers   

- 1 investment manager who manages his family investment company, 2 investment 
managers whose firms are publicly funded, 1 investment manager whose VC firm is 
funded by an entrepreneur, 1 investment manager whose VC firm is funded by a bank 
and 4 investment managers whose VC firms raise funds with investors from private and 
public sectors.     

The list of interviewees can be found in appendix A. 

3.5 Limitation 

Some methodological weaknesses should be pointed out. Firstly, this research is limited by the 
short timeframe available and the data were collected from convenience sample. Although the 
results indicate some recurring themes, they are based on a small sample size of 9 VC investment 
managers. Past studies suggest heterogeneity between investors in NTBFs and therefore this 
sample should not be used to generalise all VCs investing in NTBFs. 
 
Secondly, this research used post-hoc method to collect data and are limited its associated 
problems such as biases in self-reporting and erroneous recollection (Petty and Gruber, 2009). 
There is a limitation on the validity as there is no way of knowing whether the interviewees are 
telling the truth. Interviewee could actually have difficulties recalling what they actually place 
importance on while making a decision, especially if some criteria lead to success or failure 
(Hall and Hofer, 1993). Interviewees could be influenced by their perception of what is a 
desirable response (MacMillan et al., 1985). Therefore, the analysis could be based around what 
the interviewees find important or relevant at the time of the interviews rather than during the 
investment decision process. 
 
Some past studies attempted to overcome self-reporting issues by using experimental approaches 
and gathering real-time data through conjoint analysis and verbal protocols. However, the 
experiments where researchers provide a controlled decision environment could create 
conditions that often differ from real life and they also lack meaningful financial consequence 
(Petty and Gruber, 2009). Furthermore, method such as conjoint analysis would require 
significantly more time. For example, Franke et el. (2008), who used this method, conducted his 
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data collection between Jan-Dec 2003 but only published 5 years after. This is not feasible for 
this master thesis. 
 
This research follows an interpretivist paradigm and as I am the primary research instrument by 
and through which the data are collected, analysed and interpreted, this research is also limited 
by my interactions with the interviewees. I could be giving out unconscious signals that guide 
the interviewees to giving answers expected by me. The meaning and understanding derived 
from the qualitative data would depend on my ability to draw information from the interviewees 
and my views and perception. 
 
Finally, semi-structured interviews are limited by the difficulties to replicate to increase 
reliability of the data. The quality of data is also limited by the articulacy of the interviewees.  
  

3.6 Delimitation 

The selection of interviewees through convenience sampling and interviews themselves were not 
performed to obtain representative results. Given the research is only based on Stockholm-based 
interviewees, it cannot therefore be considered to represent the whole of the Swedish VC 
industry. However, Stockholm is the financial hub of Sweden and therefore the results can still 
provide good insights to Swedish VCs.  
 
The interviews were not performed to obtain statistics on which people-related criteria are most 
important but to describe what the criteria mean and how they are used. The aim was to explore 
rather than validate and therefore the focus was on the richness of the data than potential 
statically relevance. It is left for future studies to measure the extent in which the people-related 
criteria identified in this research influence the VC decision to invest or not invest in NTBFs.   
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4. Empirical results and analysis 

4.1 Overview 

A number of people-related criteria used by VC investment managers interviewed can be 
identified. While some of the criteria in this study are similar to criteria mentioned in past 
literatures, new criteria were also found. The three groupings of people-related criteria in the 
study of MacMillan et al. (1985) are more appropriately updated into: capability criteria, 
personal attribute criteria and team dynamic criteria. Table 4 provides overview of the criteria 
identified with (*) denoting the new criteria not previously identified by previous studies by 
MacMillan et al. (1985), Muzyka et al. (1996) and Franke et al. (2008). A degree of 
interpretation is used here as the criteria are not necessarily of the same name. For example, one 
of MacMillan et al. (1985)’s criteria of “the entrepreneur was referred to me by a trustworthy 
source” and were updated into C1.Networking capability criterion in my study because to able to 
get referred would require the entrepreneurs to network effectively. Another example is 
MacMillan et al. (1985)’s criterion of “able to evaluate and react to risk well” have been updated 
into C4.Problem-solving experience and C6.Risk assessment in my study. 
 
Descriptive explanation of what each criterion means and how they are assessed are presented in 
section 4.3 along with selected representative quotes from the interviews to provide illustrations. 
The interviewee sample includes both female and male VC investment managers but to respect 
their anonymity, I have used “he/him/his” when referring to an individual interviewee regardless 
of his or her gender.  
 
It is worth noting that all interviewees said that the criteria they mentioned are those that are 
important to them personally and could not say to be representative of others in the same VC 
firms. In fact, most say each investment managers are different which make the team discussion 
on investment proposals interesting.  
 
Capability Personal attribute Team dynamic 

C1. Networking P1. Ambitious and driven* T1. Team cohesiveness* 
C2. Leadership P2. High Energy T2. Office energy* 
C3. Selling ability P3. Committed / Engaged T3. Complementary skills / 

experience 
C4. Problem-solving 
experience 

P4. Coachable* T4. Team shareholding* 

C5. Commercial experience / 
track record 

P5. Integrity* T5. Commercial driven not 
technology driven* 

C6. Risk assessment P6. Chemistry between VC 
and entrepreneur 

T6. Assessment of other 
owners* 

C7. Understand competitive 
landscape* 

P7. Compatible outlook with 
VC on venture vision* 

 

C8. Show understanding of 
customers and market 

P8. Flexible*  

C9. Well thought out plan P9. Reference checking  
C10. Execution*   
Table 4: Overview of the people-related criteria identified in the interviews by Osataphan 

4.2 Mapping the criteria to the investment decision process 

The criteria identified can be mapped according to the stages that they are used by the 
interviewee through the researcher’s interpretation of the data and the knowledge of the 
investment process model from past studies.  
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Using the investment decision process funnel as a base model, I have analysed the both the 
process described by the interviewees and the criteria they mentioned. Although the stages of 
investment decision process are similar to the funnel proposed in section 2, there are differences; 

1) While the findings from the past studies suggested that VCs meet with entrepreneurs in 
evaluation stage which is when more detailed people analysis happens, my data shows 
that interviewees formally meet the team earlier. Six out of 9 interviewees meet 
entrepreneurs at the assessment stage and three meet them at the screening stage. I have 
captured these variations in the diagrams showing individual results.   

2) Another key difference to the findings in the literature was in the deal structuring stage. 
None of the interviewees mentioned a separate deal structuring stage and most indicated 
that the term sheet negotiation starts in the evaluation stage. Three interviewees said that 
their VC firms usually give the term sheets before they undertake the due diligence. One 
interviewee said that before starting the evaluation stage, his VC firm would require 
exclusivity for 8 weeks, whereby the entrepreneurs are restricted to discuss with any 
other potential investors.  

Therefore, the deal structuring stage is removed from the investment decision funnel diagrams 
that I have mapped the people-related criteria onto. Instead, I have included when the term sheet 
negotiation started in the diagrams if it was mentioned in the interview. 
 
The stages used to map the people-related criteria are: 

1. Search 
In this stage, all interviewees said they are active in being present in the start-up scene, 
whether at networking events and exhibitions, or through media by blogging or giving 
press interviews. Meeting companies and entrepreneurs at events allow them to build 
relationships and get to know the companies. 

2. Screening 
This is where all interviewees apply their general filters to companies or business ideas 
through: 

- reviewing executive summary/teaser or 
- reviewing business plans or 
- meeting with the entrepreneurs  

It varies between the VC firms whether they take the first meeting at this stage. This is 
noted in the individual result. 
The non people-related filters interviewees mentioned here are generally similar and they 
are: 

- There is a uniqueness that can be sustained 
- There is an international market beyond Sweden 
- The business can be scaled up 
- The product is a “must have” for the market (rather than a “nice to have”) 
- Any specific criteria the particular VC firms have (e.g. industries that they do 

not invest in, minimum investment amount, proof of concept). 
3. Assessment 

If the VCs have not met the entrepreneurs in the screening stage, this is when the first 
meeting takes place and many people-related criteria are used here. This follows by VCs’ 
own work to analyse different aspects of the proposal in more detail and meet the 
entrepreneurs some more. The case for investment (i.e. why the interviewees like the 
proposal) starts to be built here.  

4. Evaluation 
Commercial due diligence to verify the investment case starts here and can involve 
calling customers, asking the entrepreneurs to complete tasks or doing a  workshop 
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together. Valuation and term sheets negotiation start here and for some VC firms, term 
sheets are given to the entrepreneurs before moving on to verification stage 

5. Verification 
This stage is almost identical in all VC firms interviewed. This is when confirmatory due 
diligence is done on legal agreements, past financials and patents (if any) to check that 
things they have been told are true. These are outsourced to lawyers and accountants. 
Technology due diligence to test the validity of the technology may be required. 

 
The criteria are plotted onto the Investment Decision Funnel diagram for each interviewee. 
Information on what each interviewee does during each stage is included. Any committee 
decision point mentioned is also noted with the following: 
 

 
 
If the time it takes from the first meeting to investment were given during the interview, this 
information is also included. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Interviewee A result 
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Figure 3: Interviewee B result 
 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Interviewee C result 
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Figure 5: Interviewee D result 

 

 
Figure 6: Interviewee E result 
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Figure 7: Interviewee F result 

 

 
Figure 8: Interviewee G result 
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Figure 9: Interviewee H result 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Interviewee I result 
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4.3 Description of the people-related criteria used in investment assessment 

C1: Networking capability 

The VCs receive a number of cold-calls/cold-emails in from entrepreneurs. Although these are 
given some time, 6 out of 9 interviewees give more time to the entrepreneurs that have come in 
by referrals. 4 interviewees said that most of the investments their VC firms have made were 
“referred” into them from their contact networks. This can include other investors, business 
advisors or corporate finance houses, the entrepreneurs they have invested in and personal 
contacts. One interviewee even said that his VC firm would no longer invest in companies that 
they have no connections of some kind to. This shows the importance of networking capability 
for entrepreneurs to even be included in the earliest stage. Furthermore, 4 interviewees said they 
only like to check references with people that they know so the entrepreneurs’ networking 
capability could also be a decisive factor at the later stage of the investment decision process. 
 
C2. Leadership 

Three interviewees said they need to see strong leadership quality in the CEOs. NTBFs are often 
made up of technicians and a more commercial front person who is usually a CEO. However, 
interviewees said they found that some CEOs can sell but cannot lead.  
 
Leadership capability can be accessed from both individual track record and team track record 
e.g. if the team have worked well under the same leadership before, this is positive. This can be 
judged from seeing the group together. VCs want to back strong CEOs who can lead the 
company through a transformation which will have to happen if VCs were to achieve the 
financial return they desire. There is also an element of being the glue to the organisation which 
relates to T1.Team Cohesiveness criterion. 
 
Three interviewees said they have walked away from a deal because they did not believe that the 
CEO can lead the company to where they want it to go and were not convinced of the 
entrepreneur team’s willingness to have a new CEO. 7 of 9 investors said they will discuss 
making management change upfront and they see this as part of their role as active owners to 
form the right leadership team. 
 
However, leaders who are so strong to the point of being autocratic are generally not desirable 
because that signals inability to take advice and listen to others (see P4.Coachability). One 
interviewee said that a strong autocratic leader can be accepted if it can be explained by the fact 
that such leader has yet to build a team he can delegate to and the interviewee must feel that the 
leader is willing to delegate later on.  
 
C3. Selling ability 

Two interviewees look for the teams which have selling ability. NTBFs have to convince and 
convert customers and this is judged by whether the team can sell their company to the investors; 
how do they form their arguments and how do they react when challenged? Selling ability 
includes understanding the needs of their customers.  
 

“If they are selling their idea in a good way to investors, often then they are also good at 

selling to customers. If they are not and they are focusing 80% of their presentation on 

technology and great level of innovation then it is not a good sign.” 

 

C4. Problem-solving ability 

Three interviewees said they want to see entrepreneurs’ versatility and ability to solve any 
problems that would come their way. To assess this, interviewees consider entrepreneurs’ life 
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stories beyond the education and professional experience that can give indications on their ability 
to navigate the bumpy road ahead. 
 

“Sometimes you meet young people who have lots of life experience or have put themselves 

in situations where they have been vulnerable. Maybe they have lived aboard, have been 

very poor or worked very hard for something they believe in. Then you see this is a 

problem solver, a survivor, someone who has learnt something from their mistakes. So I 

consider their life story” 

 
“They can be young and inexperienced yet so much more savvy about what is going on in 

the world than someone twice their age that have done numerous jobs. They may never 

have had a job before but you can know or sense that they can make this happen.” 

 

The experiences do not have to indicate successes. Two interviewees said they value failures as 
much as successes. One interviewee said that the entrepreneurs often lack experience in failures 
which makes them less realistic in forecasting sales, cost and time.  
 

C5. Commercial experience 

Seven interviewees said they look at the commercial experience. This is because someone who 
has done a commercial journey has understanding of how the commercial environment works 
and is less likely to underestimate the timing and cost of going to the market. This does not have 
to be experience from the same industry as someone from a different industry could see new 
things – this is often how innovation happens.  
 
While commercial experience is very desirable, only two of interviewee said it is requirement. 
Besides the two who require commercial experience, the rest said they are not against companies 
started by students but at the same time the companies they end up investing in rarely come from 
direct from university.  
 

“They want to solve a need for a customer perhaps because they come from the market 

themselves. They are often better suited for success than companies that come from 

universities who have done a lot of research and just want their technology to be used by 

someone.” 

 
In terms of entrepreneurial experience, 100% of interviewees said they do not require that the 
entrepreneurs have started a business before but serial entrepreneurs are looked upon favourably. 
One interviewee said it is mostly first time entrepreneurs that approach them because serial 
entrepreneurs usually have their own money to invest. Another interviewee said that the lack of 
entrepreneurial experience can be compensated by their ability to take advice (see P4. 
Coachability). 
 

“Serial entrepreneurs is always good but it is not a requirement. It is a matter that you feel 

these people have the drive and a sense of listening to others that have experience; taking 

advices from ourselves or the good board that we have helped to create” 

 
C6. Risk assessment 

Five interviewees assess the ability of the team to identify and assess risk. They do this by seeing 
if the team can be realistic in projecting sale, cost and time and like to see the team that have 
thought through different scenarios and have considered different risks and how to mitigate 
them. 
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“we really like when people come in and say this is our worst case scenario and it is still a 

good case. They have put in extra margin, being realistic and consider all the risk” 

 

C7. Understand competitive landscape 

Five interviewees said that the teams they have met can be quite naive about competitions, 
especially technicians-heavy teams or young teams. Those entrepreneurs are so focused on their 
own product that they underestimate competitions and look at them in a very narrow sense, often 
without thinking enough about substitutes. They have not thought about how to defend their 
position in the dynamic market. Competition may not exist today but fast followers will naturally 
emerge if they could see something becoming successful.  
 

“I want to see more on substitutes [from the entrepreneurs], the alternative way of solving 

the customers’ problem.” 

  
“They often lack competitive dynamic consideration, like what would big players do when 

you do this. It is usually very one-dimensional and is very focused on exactly what they do. 

They lack game theory and barrier to competitors and substitute analysis. How will the 

players and ecosystem react when you move? We have said no to a lot of things we like 

initially because of this. Once it becomes big enough, someone will move it and take it 

away from you.” 

  

C8. Show understanding of customers and market 

Four interviewees look for teams that really understand what drives their customers. They assess 
this by requiring a good go to market strategy and by asking questions about the business plan 
they have seen.  
 

“Usually you always have questions with the business plan to try to understand their 

strategy going forward. For example, customer acquisition is very high so what is their 

strategy to get it down? Have they thought about it? Freemium business, have they thought 

about monetisation? We will cross that bridge when we get there is too weak for us” 

 

C9. Well thought-out plan 

Four interviewees look for the ability to develop well thought-out plans. This can be assessed in 
the arguments in the business plans and pitches as well as how they answer the questions. One 
interviewee said he wants to see clear action plans and milestones in the business plans.  
 
C10. Execution 

Six interviewees said they look for skills in execution, in making the business idea and concept a 
reality. They assess this by: 

- doing a workshop or problem solving exercises together 
- asking the team to complete some tasks e.g. getting some proof of concepts, to see how 

they deliver 
- going to meetings together. They could introduce a potential client or partner to the 

entrepreneurs and arrange such meeting where they will sit in. This allows the investors 
to assess the team in different scenarios 

- following the company for a while to see what they can achieve during such time  
- one interviewee said for a very early stage company, he may make pre-investment loans 

for specific item and see how the team execute such plan  
 
Assessing this quality could take some time as it could take months to tackle the issues of 
concerns: 
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“One case we met them 18 months ago and after 3 months gave them a list of concerns. 

They now just come back to say that they have addressed them all and now we are in a 

process with them” 

 

P1. Ambitious and driven 

All 9 interviewees said that in the entrepreneurs, they want see drive and big ambition to grow an 
international business. 100% of interviewees refer to their gut feel in judging these qualities. 
 

[talking about how to assess whether someone is driven] 

“gut feelings are not unimportant in this evaluation”  

 

“it is a lot of intuition and people knowledge. There is no golden method but you get an 

impression, say if they cannot look you in the eye, or give a proper handshake, etc. This is 

simple interaction between people. So it could be subconscious decision that I do not 

actively think about” 

 
Interviewees were asked to elaborate on how they assess this criterion and they use various 
methods. They can assess this from the way the entrepreneurs pitch and answer questions, in 
particular, the way they talk about how they will grow their business and describe what they 
want to do. One interviewee said he looks for whether entrepreneurs get going when they talk 
about the commercial aspect of the company.  
 
Drive and ambition could be seen in the financial projection that shows the hyper growth VCs 
are looking for. 
 

“They do not have to have revenue but we want to see where are they planning on going. 

Are they planning to be really making it at some point and planning on being a successful 

company with high turnover or do they just want to be around EUR5m. Then it is not 

interesting for us.” 

 
Two interviewees said that from experience the projection will not be met within the time frame 
but if the case is attractive even when a fraction of the plan were achieved (10% and one-third 
were mentioned), then it could make sense as an investment. 
 
They would also ask questions to try to understand what drives the entrepreneurs. Two 
interviewees said they want to feel that it is more than financials. 

  
“I believe it is better that it is not only financials, that there are other success factors that 

are important to that person.” 

 

“The good entrepreneurs do not do it for money.” 

 

Two interviewees said they can assess ambition through who the team have managed to recruit 
and who they want to recruit. Drive can be seen when the founders have identified and tried to 
recruit the best people in the industry or seek the investment to do so. 
 

“We like it when they think about what is not possible. For example, a founder who thinks 

they should recruit the very best and not settle with anything. That is appealing to us and 

we would help them find that best person. With the money we bring into the business, they 
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can start paying them. Of course the idea and the vision have to best interesting enough 

that the best people will want to work with them” 

 
One investor said drive can be defined by people with sport background because that gives an 
indication of the drive to compete and succeed. 
 

P2. High Energy 

Three interviewees want to invest in entrepreneurs with high energy. Running a startup is a long 
bumpy road and VCs look for entrepreneurs who can keep up the energy to persevere. 
Interviewees said this quality can be sensed at the first impression and further assessed by 
challenging what the entrepreneurs say and see how they react.  
 

“The person that gets us excited has the energy and the strength to live through the zig-zag 

road ahead....It is tough and they are going to have to get a no so many times and they will 

have to start all over again because what they thought from the beginning does not work. 

For every step forward, there may be two steps backwards so they just have to be of the 

right stamina to do that” 

 
P3. Committed and willing to take risk 

Interviewees look for teams that are committed to their business, which means showing 
willingness take their own risk. They can assess this by looking at few things including: how 
much have the founders invested of their own money already, how many people are working 
full-time and the salary they are taking/will take.  
 
One interviewee explicitly said he does not want to see high salaries, as then the founders will 
act like employees rather than owners. Another investor said that while it is acceptable to fund a 
good recruit, it is a show-stopper if the CEO and core team are not there full time because if the 
CEO is not 100% then the CEO is not interested enough in the company.  
 

“If you are doing other things on the side, you are not dedicated; it is a very strong 

signals...We understand if you have been part-time up to this point due to practicalities. 

Hopefully, someone would have worked full-time. It is hard to see that the company is in a 

good situation if no one is working full-time.” 

 
Investors want to see that the entrepreneurs believe in their business enough to take their own 
risk otherwise how can they ask other people to do so? 
 

P4. Coachable 

Six interviewees look for coachable entrepreneurs who know how and when to take advice and 
some feel very strongly about this attribute. Coachability extends to knowing own limitation, 
recognising gaps within own team and ability to utilise other people’s knowhow and experience.  

 
“We have to feel that they would be able to take our advice and take the Board of 

Directors advice. Not being certain that they could do everything best themselves. It is a 

combination between having the drive but also being humble to know their limitations 

because they are many deep holes to fall into” 

 
“Our experience is that even the best cases, poorly managed or with the wrong people, is 

not going to fly, especially if the wrong people are in the ownership.. We ask ourselves – 

are these people coachable or not? That is what it boils down to.” 
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One part of this is the fact that investors would only invest if they feel they can contribute. They 
have to be providing additional competence and experience to their portfolio companies to be 
maximise growth, otherwise this is not a good investment for them. The other part of 
coachability comes back to the ability to grow the team because NTBFs will need to complement 
their teams with certain skills down the line, often from an outside person.  
 
The far side of being coachable is being too easily swayed and flippant. One investor said ability 
to take advice and listen to others should not come at the expense of the entrepreneurs’ own 
conviction. If the entrepreneurs can change their business plans and direction so quickly to get 
funding, investors will question if they can trust them.  
 

“One really bad case asked what should they do to get funding from us and change their 

business idea according to what we think in order to maximize their possibility of getting 

funding. That is a really bad sign. It is important that entrepreneurs live their vision”  

 
All 6 interviewees refer to their intuition in judging this but some were able to elaborate that the 
entrepreneurs’ attitude towards having advisors and how the entrepreneurs react to feedbacks 
and challenges can give a clue on this. For example, do they just give a quick answer and go 
back to areas they are comfortable with.  
 
P5. Integrity 

Five interviewees search for honesty and transparency from entrepreneurs. They need to feel 
they can trust the entrepreneurs.  
 

“In your mind you double-check if they are saying this because they have learnt to say it or 

say it because they feel it. Do you believe that they would deliver what they say?” 

 

“Some of them are not honest enough. I understand you have to be a little salesy when you 

go to investor meeting but you cannot hide things that we are going to discover in the our 

due diligence. We will think you are stupid or dishonest and in either case, we will not 

invest. Honesty towards investors is a big thing.” 

 

P6. Chemistry between VC and entrepreneurs 

Eight interviewees said they look for entrepreneurs that they have chemistry with. There are two 
reasons for this. 
 
Firstly, by investing in the company they will go on a long journey together and the investors 
will work very closely with the entrepreneurs so if they look for people who they would like to 
work with. 
 

“It is much about would I like to work with this person. Say if I go fishing with this person 

one day and come home without any fish, would I still consider this a good fishing day?”  

 

“You can have the best vision, best business model, best proof in the world, but if you don’t 

like the founders, it is not going to work. If there is no chemistry, you cannot work 

together” 

 

“We will work together with these people for a long time so for this to work, they have to 

like us and we have to like them. That courting takes awhile. It is chemistry and it could be 

something simple that you cannot even touch.” 
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The one interviewee that said it is not important that he and the entrepreneur like each other said 
that he will not necessary be the person working with the entrepreneurs in the ownership phase. 
  
Secondly, whether the interviewees like the entrepreneurs or not is an assessment of whether the 
entrepreneurs can attract the right people to work with them. Investors want to invest in fast 
growing companies, which will need to attract and retain talented people as they expand. Inter-
personal skill is crucial for this and VCs want the people running their portfolio companies to be 
the kind that others want to work with.  

 
“The most important characteristic I look for is the ability to attract other people. For this 

I go by my experience, is this person someone people would like to work with and in a way, 

would I like to work with him/her” 

 

“[talking about a bad team] someone you just cannot work with. You cannot stand another 

second with them. It is not so much for us but it is about their ability to attract good people 

and retain them. We can work with annoying people. We might just see them at board 

meetings” 

 

P7. Compatible outlook with VCs on venture’s vision 

Four interviewees said that it is important to feel that the entrepreneurs have the similar vision as 
themselves on where the companies should be going. VCs invest in a particular company 
because they see a particular angle for the investment that will generate the return that they 
require, and they can only achieve this with the entrepreneurs on board.  
 

“You are going to do a long journey together so it is important that we feel they 

understand the criteria that are important for us they feel we understand the criteria that 

are important to them. We should have the same agenda” 

 

P8. Flexible 

Eight interviewees said they look for signs of flexibility in the entrepreneurs. This was mostly 
mentioned in relation to openness to handing over leadership to someone else e.g. new CEO with 
strong commercial experience who can lead the expansion stage or the company can stop 
growing. VCs would like to ensure that new competence being brought into company will be 
accepted and listened to. Two interviewees said that it would be a deal breaker if they feel that 
the current management is not really opened to accept a new CEO.  
 

“Normally we do a lot of CEO changes. Very few companies can do this transformation 

without management changes. We have walked away from deals when we feel that the 

founders will not really be ok with a new CEO even if they said they are”  

 
Five interviewees said that they would bring up the issue of top management changes upfront to 
see how the team reacts. They feel that they need to prepare the entrepreneurs that they may have 
to let go of their baby one day.  
  

“We say to them beforehand that this company is going to grow faster than you would be 

able to do so and at one stage, you would probably be handing the CEO job over to 

someone who is 20 years older than you, who has done the expansion phase of company 

before.”  

 
Two interviewees mentioned that they want to see that entrepreneurs can do a bit of 
bootstrapping and being flexible to get through rough patches; e.g. going down in salary in 
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exchange for equity, selling prototype on crow-funding platform and getting funding from the 
3f’s (friends, family and fools) and angel investors. 
One interviewee said that signs of flexibility are an indication to their ability to solve problems 
in the future.  
 

“One really good company we have invested in are great problem-solver. That ability is 

their great strength. We just know that whatever is thrown at them they will find their way 

around” 

 
P9. Reference checking 

Seven interviewees said they do some people due diligence by getting references. Six of them 
said they would call people they know in common because they do not want a prepared answer 
and Sweden is small enough to find a common link.  
 
With regards to what they usually ask the referees, they said will have a general conversation 
about the entrepreneurs in question and will see if the referees confirm or contradict their views 
and any red flags would tend to come up. A few said they would focus on the negative traits first 
and drill for things that people do not generally say openly. Other questions that could be asked 
include: would you invest in a company run by this person - why and why not?, do you know 
how they work in different situations?  
 
Two interviewees said that bad references are deal breakers and 2 interviewees said they would 
consider what references said as second opinions but would trust their own views. Only one 
interviewee mentioned criminal record check and only one interviewee said he may hire external 
consultant to do psychological assessment.  
 
T1. Team cohesiveness 

Interviewees said they assess the team’s ability to stick together through the bumpy road ahead. 
Two of the interviewees said that the main reason why companies fail is that the teams break up. 
They assess this by looking at: 
- whether the people in team are from similar life stages e.g. if one is about to retire and one 

just finishes university with no family and then there could be future tension. 
- the relationship of the members to each other and how they make decisions; are they friends, 

former colleagues or family. If they been successful together before as former colleagues 
then this strengthen the investment case. Note that family companies who make decisions 
over a dinner table are not favoured here - investors look for proper corporate governance. 

- whether the people in the team have similar ideas on how to run business and lives. If the 
team have different core value, this could cause create problems. 

- whether there a leader who is the glue to the organisation. They want teams that do not 
allow someone to quit on the rest at the first obstacle as it is bad for morale. 

 
T2. Office energy 

Two interviewees stressed the importance of meeting the team at their office to have a good 
sense of how they operate, whether they can sense the energy and buzz which signals the drive 
and commitment to the company.  
 

“We pull out of one deal because when we visit their office, it just feels too laid back.” 
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T3. Complementary skills and experience 

Six interviewees look for a balanced team as no one person can possess all skills required to 
make a successful international business. Besides the skills and experience which are both 
commercial and technical, they also look for people in the team that complements each other 
with their differences. This is assessed through how the different team members answer their 
probes and questions. 
 

“Do the team complement each other? Or are they twins thinking the same and doing the 

same. Then there are not arguments and debates, which is dangerous.” 

 
T4.  Team shareholding in venture 

Six interviewees will look into the percentage shareholder that the team managing the company 
held. They want the management team to act like owners and not employees. This means they 
should own the majority of the company and if this ownership is already heavily diluted by 
raising funds from inactive shareholders, this makes the investment proposal less attractive. 
 

“If there is an uncle or a relative holding large shareholding already then it is unattractive 

for us” 

 

“We want the team to act like co-owners and if they are already less than 50% 

shareholding before coming to us then that is harder. If we are really interested we might 

clean it up but otherwise it could be too difficult.” 

 

T5. Commercially driven not technology driven 

Technology-based companies can have teams that are technology focused and such team tend to 
see technology and innovation as superior to the business, when it to be should be the other way 
around. Two interviewees said that many researchers just want to keep developing their products 
and do not want to talk to customers and bring it to the market until it is perfect. This is related to 
selling ability and coachability that were previously mentioned. 
 

“[talking about technology focused team] Experience tells me that it is very difficult to 

change this mindset and usually you cannot just complement the team with a sale guy 

because they usually do not want this. They want technology to be the front and position of 

the company and they do not want a person who is customer oriented. They cannot attract 

the right people to help them. Technicians are very important of course in the technology 

based company but they must have a mindset that is open to sale and customer 

orientation”  

 
Three interviewees said that they are not keen on teams which are heavy on academics and 
scientists as from experience this type of teams place higher importance on the technology than 
the business and this mindset cannot easily be changed.  
 

“We cannot transform these people, it is too expensive.”  

 
T6. Assessment of other owners 

Six interviewees said they would need to assess other existing owners in details. Other owners 
VCs already know well are positive to the decision and can even be a key driver in an investment 
case. One interviewee acknowledged that there is a degree of herd mentality within the VC 
community. 
 

“Maybe they do know something we don’t?!” 
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One interviewee said they would only want to co-own company with others who share the same 
view and if they need to feel the other investors should also be in it for the long term. 

 

“Are they the type of people who will ring us up to talk about any problems or withhold 

information to protect their self-interest at the expense of the company?.. Some people they 

go a bit crazy when it comes to money!” 
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5. Discussion and conclusion 

5.1 Overview 

The results show that VCs use many different people-related criteria when considering NTBFs as 
potential investments. This research identified 25 people-related criteria used by interviewees 
which could be described including how they were assessed by the VC investment managers. 
Contrasting the results with three existing studies reviewed (MacMillan et al., 1985; Muzyka et 
al., 1996 and Franke et al., 2008), 12 new people-related criteria were identified: 
C7. Understand competitive landscape 
C10. Execution 
P1. Ambitious and driven  
P4. Coachable  
P5. Integrity  
P7. Compatible outlook with VC on venture vision 
P8. Flexible 
T1. Team cohesiveness 
T2. Office energy  
T4. Team shareholding  
T5. Commercial driven not technology driven 
T6. Assessment of other owners. 
 
Some of these newly identified criteria are not surprising. Ambitious and driven entrepreneurs 
with integrity who have shown good execution ability are desirable for obvious reasons. 
Nevertheless, the ways in which the VC investment managers assess these qualities provide 
practical implications for the entrepreneurs seeking their funding and provide academic 
implications for researchers seeking to understand their behaviours. The use of probing 
questions, workshops, meetings with potential customers and setting the entrepreneurs task are 
common to assess many of these new criteria identified. 
 
Criteria mentioned most often were. C1.Networking, P1.Ambitious and driven and P8.Flexible, 
which were mentioned 10 times by the interviewees. The number of interviewees reporting each 
criterion in each stage are shown in figure 11. Some criteria were reported in two different stages 
by the same interviewees and they are: C1.Networking capability, P1.Ambitious and driven, 
P8.Flexibility, P6.Chemistry between the entrepreneurs and VCs and T3.Complementary skills 
within the team. The criteria that were found to be used in only one stage by interviewees are: 
P3.Committed and engaged, C3.Selling ability and T2.Office energy during assessment stage 
and C10.Execution ability during evaluation stage. 
 
However, collecting statistically meaningful data was not the focus of the research and more 
attention was given to achieve richness of data during the interviews. Therefore, if one criterion 
was mentioned at higher frequency than the other does not necessarily translate to mean it is 
more important. My ability to obtain more details on people-related criteria also increased with 
the number of interviews conducted and therefore one should not draw conclusion from 
comparing the number of criteria mentioned different interviewees.  
 
Criteria identified are not concluded to be “knock-out” criteria: i.e. the VC investment managers 
look for these qualities but absence of one criterion does not necessarily lead to non-investment 
if there are other compensating factors. The criteria found in this study can be used as a guide to 
what VCs look for and what they do to assess them. However, their relative importance and the 
extent of their influence on the final investment decision were not measured in this study. 
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There are also some interesting recurring themes from the results which are discussed below 
with the benefits of the entrepreneurs’ feedback. 
 

 
Capability Personal attribute Team dynamic 

C1. Networking P1. Ambitious and driven* T1. Team cohesiveness* 
C2. Leadership P2. High Energy T2. Office energy* 
C3. Selling ability P3. Committed / Engaged T3. Complementary skills / 

experience 
C4. Problem-solving 
experience 

P4. Coachable * T4. Team shareholding* 

C5. Commercial 
experience / track record 

P5. Integrity* T5. Commercial driven not 
technology driven* 

C6. Risk assessment P6. Chemistry between 
VC and entrepreneur 

T6. Assessment of other 
owners* 

C7. Understand 
competitive landscape* 

P7. Compatible outlook 
with VC on venture 
vision* 

 

C8. Show understanding 
of customers and market 

P8. Flexible*  

C9. Well thought-out plan P9. Reference checking  
C10. Execution*   

Figure 11: The number of interviewees using of each people-related criterion in each stage of 

the investment decision process. Note that some interviewees used certain criteria in more than 

one stages. The criteria that were not previously identified in previous studies of MacMillan, et 

al. (1985), Muzyka, et al. (1996) and Franke, et al. (2008) are denoted by (*). 
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5.2 Different people-related criteria are common at different stage but people-related criteria 

most used during the assessment stage 

Investment processes from different VC firms were described in the results to reveal the context 
in which the use of criteria takes place although this was not the focus of the interviews. I 
consciously spent more time clarifying the people-related criteria than obtaining the specifics of 
the VC firms’ investment processes. Still, adequate data was obtained on the investment decision 
process to map different criteria into the different stages.  

 
Figure 12: Top 2 most mentioned criteria at each stage 

 
Despite my hypothesis that people-related criteria are mostly used when the investment manager 
meet the entrepreneurs, the results show that the majority of the people-related criteria are used 
during the assessment stage even if some VCs meet the entrepreneurs in the screening stage. 
Although VC investment managers assess people-related critieria the most in the assessment 
stage, results seem to suggest that different criteria are more commonly used than others in each 
different stage.   
 
In the search stage, the sole important people-related criteria is entrepreneurs’ networking ability 
as most interviewees place high value on referrals from someone they know. Therefore, 
entrepreneurs with good networking capability are more likely to be noticed by VCs and get 
through the first gate into being screened. 
 
In the screening stage, most interviewees appear to use only up to three people-related criteria. 
This seems to support the argument of Hall and Hofer (1993) that people-related criteria did not 
feature highly in the earlier stages of the investment decision process but become more important 
in the later stages. There is an exception to this; one interviewee used 6 people-related criteria 
during the screening stage from reviewing the business plan before even meeting the 
entrepreneurs. This could be because the particular investment manager is more consciously 
aware of what he is looking for and there was a key theme underpinning the data from this 
particularly interviewee, i.e. commercially focused entrepreneurs. One of the most commonly 
used criteria at the screening stage is the commercial experience and track record of the 
entrepreneurs. This is not surprising given this is an easy indication to potential success. 
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However, many interviewees said that they will not necessary reject proposals lacking of this 
criterion especially if there are other compensating factors.  
 
During the assessment stage many criteria are used and assessed. Although the most commonly 
reported criteria are complementary skills and experience within the team and the chemistry 
between the VC and the entrepreneurs, the wide range of criteria used in this stage meant that 
there are more complexity in this stage which cannot be ignored.  
 
In the evaluation stage, execution ability and flexibility are top two most commonly reported 
criteria and they are newly identified in this research. This can be explained by the fact that 
previous studies have concentrated on earlier stages of the VC investment decision process. 
 
From the entrepreneurs’ perspective, although entrepreneurs acknowledge that the team’s 
competence and how well they work together are important criteria for VCs, none of them 
indicated that people-related criteria were the most important. In their view, uniqueness of the 
technology and scalability are most important to the VCs. Three entrepreneurs viewed the VC 
screening process as a box-ticking or checklist-type exercise in which the investors try to find 
something that is wrong with their companies. Most of the entrepreneurs indicated that VCs look 
to invest in businesses that have already launched with customers or businesses that have 
examples of similar success. They reported that VCs became less interested if they cannot 
compare the business to something they already know. This feedback from the entrepreneurs 
also supports Hall and Hofer (1993) findings that people-related criteria are less used in the 
screening stage. In the later stage, one serial entrepreneur reported VCs do not do enough people 
assessment and that VCs tend to define team as the CEO only and rarely talk to anyone in the 
company beyond the top two or three people.    

5.3 Coachable entrepreneurs 

Berglund (2011) suggested that Scandinavian VCs emphasised the importance of good chemistry 
between the VCs and entrepreneurs, in the context of being able to exert influence on the 
entrepreneurs and convince them of the VCs’ suggestions. My results show some resemblance to 
Berglund (2011)’s finding. Almost all interviewees look for entrepreneurs they have chemistry 
with and 6 out of 9 interviewees look for “coachable” entrepreneurs. Coachable is one of the new 
criteria identified in this research and the stress in the language in which four interviewees 
conveyed this point was observed during the interviews. Interviewees said that it is important 
that they can contribute with their experience and skills and they look for people who can take 
advice.  
 
On the other hand, one can interpret the importance of this criterion as VCs’ desire to exert 
control over the portfolio companies despite being a minority shareholder. Linked to this is 
flexibility which is a criterion that 8 interviewees reported looking for, two of whom mentioned 
this in both the assessment and the evaluation stages. This was mentioned largely regarding to 
the entrepreneurs’ openness to make top management changes in the future. This supports 
Berglund’s analysis that Scandinavian VCs seek to influence their portfolio companies through 
top-down intervention such as hiring people and replacing CEOs. However, whether this is a 
regional trait of Scandinavian VCs as suggested by Berglund cannot be concluded here as 
previous studies showed that VC investment managers’ selection criteria could be also 
influenced by factors such their age, years of experience, or background (Knockaert et al., 2010). 
Nevertheless, these criteria of being coachable and flexible are important to the majority of 
interviewees and entrepreneurs seeking VC should be aware of this.  
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Interestingly, none of the entrepreneurs noted coachability, flexibility or personal chemistry as 
something that they thought were important to VCs nor did those who have received VC funding 
signalled any issues on the VCs exerting controls.   

5.4 Commercially-led technology companies 

Another theme that should be noted is the negative view of the technology-focused team, which 
may sound counter-intuitive for investment in technology-based companies. From past studies, 
we know that VCs look for a balanced team with complementary skills and the results of this 
research supports this, with 7 interviewees mentioning this criterion, two of whom mentioned it 
in two different stages. This suggests that it is a criterion that could linger in the investment 
managers’ minds over time. One interviewee admits that the irony of what he does is that despite 
investing in high-technology, he looks for team that is not driven by scientists or researchers. 
This suggests that complementary skills in the team that VCs look for may mean more 
commercial skills than technical skills. The interviewees said that good investment proposals 
usually come from the entrepreneurial team that are more commercially-focused, in particular, 
they focus on what are the needs of the customers and how do their businesses solve this need. 
Three interviewees said it is a warning signal to them when the teams and their presentations are 
technology-focused. From their experience, this kind of teams is keener to perfect its technology 
than do “customer development” to ensure “product/market fit”.  
 
This leads to a sub theme that the entrepreneurs should note. Five out of 9 interviewees found 
that the entrepreneurs that they have met lack good understanding and analysis of their 
competitors and substitutes and only look at competitors in the narrow and static sense. This 
does relate to understanding the need of the customers which may be solved in my different 
ways and not necessarily with the same product. The landscape is also dynamic which means 
they should be constantly reviewed.  
 
Two experienced entrepreneurs attributed their success in raising VC funding to being able to 
pitch their businesses to investors in an easy to understand way by not focusing too much on the 
technology’s features but instead on what the technology can do for intended customers. There 
were also entrepreneurs who reported that their main barrier to funding was the fact that their 
technologies were too hard to be understood by the investors. Still, in-house technical ability is 
important to VCs and one NTBF said that the lack of coding ability within teams has been 
viewed negatively by VCs.  

5.5 Long term views when raising funds 

Many interviewees acknowledged that the entrepreneurs may need to raise funds from 
individuals investors such as friends and family and/or “angel investors” before their NTBFs 
could receive VC funding. However, they have also said that they do not want to invest in 
companies where a significant percentage of ownership is held by a non-active shareholders. The 
entrepreneurs’ own holding is one of the VC’s screening criteria. They want to see the 
entrepreneurs act like owner with a majority holding and the VCs as influential significant 
minority. VCs do not want to deal with a passive owner who may not agree with them.  
 
Therefore, when raising early-funds, entrepreneurs should keep in mind the long term 
implication on their capital structure and whether these initial individual investors (such as 
friends and family or angel investors) could create grid-locks for their companies later on, for 
example, they may not have more funds to invest in the later round when the VCs are interested 
but individual investors are not willing to accept dilution of their ownership stakes. 
Some entrepreneurs have noted of such difficulties from existing individual shareholders who 
have prolonged the negotiation with the interested VCs in later rounds of financing. However, 
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two entrepreneurs also believed that their funding success was due to core key angel investors 
who have the creditability to bring the VCs in.     

5.6 Conclusion 

The above suggests that entrepreneurs can improve their chance of obtaining funds by increasing 
their effort in the business development activities, i.e. networking, complementing the team with 
commercially-focused individuals and taking their advices, being aware of any potential 
competitors and substitutes, and consider in long term implications when raising early funds 
from individuals. 
 

This study identified 25 specific people-related criteria used by selected Swedish VC investors 
when assessing NTBFs. The stage of the investment process that these are used can be identified 
and although these can vary from one investment managers to another, people-related criteria in 
general are mostly used during the assessment stage. How these criteria were assessed can also 
be explained from explorative interviews with the VC investment managers. Besides academia, 
the results of this study have relevance for Swedish NTBFs as it contributes new and up-to-date 
knowledge in which Swedish NTBFs can work on to improve their chance of obtaining “smart 
money”. There are also potential implications for policy makers looking to encourage more 
private investment into NTBFs. 
 

This study has identified 12 people-related criteria that have not been tested in previous research. 
How much do they influence VC firms decision to fund or not fund NTBFs was not determined 
here and is worth exploring further. Previous studies have used conjoint analysis to measure such 
influence on other criteria.  

5.7 Future research 

This study also drew results from a selected sample of Stockholm-based VC investment 
managers investing in NTBFs. Regional traits may exists and further research should be done to 
understand if the findings can be apply to VC investors in NTBFs in other location.  
Furthermore, there also seems to be a gap between what entrepreneurs understand VCs to be 
looking for and what the VCs said they are looking for. This tells us that more research from the 
perspective of the NTBF entrepreneurs may be required to understand the size of such a gap and 
to also validate if these people-related criteria are actually used by the VCs.  
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7. Appendices 

Appendix A: Interviewees 

1. Tor Kihlberg, Investment Manager, Almi Invest 
Tor has been involved with early stage funding since Jan 2005. Prior to Almi Invest, Tor 
was Investment Manager for Innovationsbron.  
Almi Invest is a state funded venture capital firm, receiving 50% of its capital from EU 
and the rest from the Swedish government. Almi Invest is Sweden’s most active investor 
in young growth company in seed and expansion phase.  
 

2. Erik Olofsson, Investment Manager, Creandum 
Erik has been an investment manager with Creandum since Jan 2014. Prior to joining 
Creandum, Erik was the CEO of Fakturio and co-founded 2 start-ups; Klipster and 
Rangy.  
Creandum is a venture capital firm based in Stockholm and invests in innovative and 
fast-growing companies and has invested in companies before incorporation as well as 
companies with over EUR10 million in revenue.   
 

3. Marianne Uddman, Investment Manager, Creathor Venture 
Marrianne joined Creathor Venture in Sep 2012 and is focusing on Nordic region, with 
specific interest in Sweden. Prior to joining Creathor, Marrianne was Head of Innovation 
for Anheuser-Busch Inbev.  
Creathor Venture is a venture capital company headquatered in Germany with investment 
focus on Europe and fast growing high-tech companies in telecommunication and 
information technology, internet / media and life science. 
 

4. Magnus Brandberg, Investor, Gullspång 
Magnus joined his family investment company Gullspång in 2012. Prior to Gullspång, 
Magnus has experience in renewable energy and cleantech with Vattenfall and also 
founded a presentation skills training company, Presentationcoachen.  
Gullspång is a family-run investment company that invests own capital in the in the seed 
stage of companies in IT, CleanTech and industrial technology.  
 

5. Jakob Svärdström, Managing Partner, KTH Chalmers Capital 
Jakob founded KTH Chalmers capital in 2003. Prior to KTHJakob had over 15 years of 
experience within ICT including leading positions at StreamServe Inc. and Intentia AB. 
KTH Chalmers Capital has EUR30m under management and invests in technology 
companies in early phases of their company development. KTH Chalmers Capital is 
funded by Wallenbergs Foundation, Industrifonden, SEB, KTH, Chalmers and 
Innovationsbron. 
 

6. Kerstin Cooley, CEO, Moor 
Kerstin joined Moor in Jan 2013. Prior to Moor, Kerstin held senior positions in SEB’s 
hedge fund practice. Kerstin has 19 years’ experience in financial/IT industry.  
Moor is a private investment company based in Stockholm funded by a highly successful 
serial entrepreneur from Rovio (the company behind Angry Birds). Moor focused on 
early-stage company in the technology space. 
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7. Tim He, Investment Manager, Northzone 
Tim joined Northzone in Aug 2013 and focuses on early stage investment. Prior to 
Northzone, Tim has experience from Investment Banking at Merrill Lynch and was part 
of the founding team of Gaopeng, Groupon JV in China.  
Northzone is the leading Nordic technology Venture Capital company started in 1996 and 
has offices in Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen and London.  
 

8. Hans Engblom, Senior Investment Manager, SEB Venture Capital 
Hans joined SEB Venture Capital in 1997 and focuses in life science, technology and 
cleantech. Prior to which, Hans held various positions in SEB asset management team 
over 12 years period. Hans also spent 8 years in industrial strategic planning and business 
control at Swedish Match. 
SEB Venture Capital operates as an evergreen fund as part of the Swedish bank SEB with 
SEK2.5bn currently under management.  
 

9. Magnus Rehn, Business Coach, Stochkholm Innovation & Growth (STING) 
Magnus has been a STING business coach since 2007 and he coaches company within 
CleanTech. Magnus has over 30 years experience including holding the CEO position for 
a number of companies including TagMaster, Saab Automation and Scandecor. 
STING is a business incubator of technology-driven fast growing companies and the 
associated STING capital is venture capital fund investing primarily in the companies 
that admitted to the incubators and the STING alumni companies. STING business 
coaches are involved in assessing and selecting the companies into the incubator as an 
initial step to get funding from STING capital. STING is financed by public funds and 
receives private funding from partners as well as through self-funding. STING Capital’s 
investors are both publicly-funded entities, foundations and private entities.  
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Appendix B: Interview guide 

Below is the guide that was used by the researcher. However, during all interviews, people-
related criteria are mentioned as being important to the interviewee, which have allowed the 
researcher to ask more clarifying questions which have generated most of the data.  
 
Can you give a 2min overview of the different stages of your investment process starting from 
the search?  
What happens after? 
Sub questions: 

• What are the top 3 criteria that are important to get through these stages?  
• Do you require and investing partner?  
• How many people  /who are involved during these stages? 
• How long do you usually spend on these stages? 
• Do you use external parties to do due diligence? 

 
If people criteria are mention: 

• How have you assessed [the people criteria mentioned]? 
• Is this usually a deal breaker? 
• What else do you look for in the people that would make you want to invest? 
• What reference or background check do you usually do?  What do you ask? 
• Has there ever been time when you decided not to invest in an interesting 

technology/product due to the entrepreneurs/management team? 
• What are the usual warning signs? 

 
If no people criteria mentioned: 
As well as those criteria you mentioned, your website mentioned that you are looking for 
[…committed / driven / skilled / ……] team. What do you mean by this?  
How do you assess such quality in your process? 
 
Do require track records or previous industry experience? How long? 
 
Do you require a completed team?   
 
What do entrepreneurs usually lack when trying to raise funds?  
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Appendix C: Diagram summarising findings from the study of Knockaert, Clarysse, and Wright 

(2010) 

 

 
 
Figure 13: Summary of findings of Knockaert, et al. (2010) study (illustrated by Osataphan). 
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